Journal pour Le Pou du Ciel

(part & draft)

Douglas T35 Engine
This document is a stub.
We put here some snapshots of the bits and pieces related to the engine restoration, sometimes in
no particular order. Some will be expanded. Some will be edited out.
For the present, now and then, we can get a look at some of the things that have been happening.
There may be be “speling mistaikes”, and out-of-focus pictures.
It (sort of) could be turned over, with no obvious compression, but ominous “tinkling” noises.
Generally painted all over everything in semi-metallic grey. Some bits rather corroded.
As in the picture

Not the engine Henri Mignet originally used, but no matter, because as the little aeroplane became
popular as an affordable self-build, many engines types were used..
We don’t exactly know the back story as to how this Douglas T35 stationary engine became
adapted for use in the Shoreham Airport Historical Association Le Pou Du ciel replica. This engine
type was produced in quantity for wartime needs, and was widely used for generators, pumps,
compressors, and, it seems, even aircraft.
This one was dead. No spark at all! Also seemed to have a strange mix of dried gunge in the
carburettor, and a tenacious yellow-green oil leaking from the covers.
We now have lots of pictures recording the stripdown and restoration. We show here a few
snapshots taken at key stages.

Carburettor

.. And 8 other pictures .
There will be more text here.
Generally, the carburettor and all the governer parts that work it are in a poor state. The butterfly
shaft is damaged, because it had seized on while we were attempting to loosen the lever nut.
But.. friend Julian Aubert has agreed to provide a carburettor, and we need a cable throttle mod
anyway.
Rocker Covers
There is a whole back story to the way a nice chap with tremendous welding skills recovered them.
Then .. with files, and abrasives, and time, and a little worry we might mess it up, we get there.

Pistons and Bores
There was wear, though not end-of-life type of wear.
One piston had a broken scraper ring. Most of the wrecked bits were recovered.
We worry that the entire volume of broken ring could not be found
There was corrosion and cylinder damage.

Honed and 0.002” oversize rings was the answer.
Some of the cylinder damage marks are still visible, but experts say not enough to have major
consequences, because most is above the compression ring.
Clean-up, mask the bolt holes with plastic tube, mask everything!
Paint job is black VHT (stove paint) and VHT lacquer over exposed fin edges.
+ some time on top of a wood-burning stove.
We have some uncertainties over this. It is as good as it gets without rebore and new pistons.

They look a bit better now, and hopefully they will run OK

Magneto
Dead! One would say “As a Dodo”. “Kaput! ”
No amount of adjusting contact-breaker points, and other obvious moves yielded anything positive.
Wrong Identification!
The Lucas label is a fiction! The magneto is a BTH (British Thomson-Houston) type MD2. It was
perhaps once serviced at Lucas. Part of the label has been cut away.
The stripdown and restoration to working order is a story in itself. We now have a repository of
collected Lucas and BTH and other magneto technology, and have had to explore the deepest
secrets of this stuff.

One has to discover that trying to take a thing like this apart can damage it beyond repair unless
little things like “remove 2 safety gap screws first” are known beforehand!

The whole thing depends on older magnet technology. The magnet (with the blue paint blob) will
lose a third to a half of it’s magnetic strength if the armature is removed, even for a split-second.
Built into the armature is a key component called capacitor. This one was constructed well enough,
using mica insulation to have not deteriorated. Unfortunately, the surrounding insulation had
deteriorated, and may have suffered “carbon tracking” damage from turning without a spark plug or
safety gap.
Probably one might have painstakingly re-created this assembly, but if one is to retain the original
magneto main parts, there is not much choice but to replace the capacitor with one more recently
made. For this, we use the Shuttelworth Collection method, known as “condensectomy”, and put
new conductors with high specification insulation back in the armature.

Magneto Rebuild.
There is, of course, a whole other back story to this, with a pile of photographs to help, but we
show just a few key stages. Zinc Chromate aluminium primer, and back to standard black.
New designed custom glass-epoxy insulation and terminal conductors – all weight balanced.

Even the bearing has to be insulated from the body to stop corrosion currents!

Re-Magnetsing
Usually done with big expensive kit to overwhelm the magnet from the outside, or with much
smaller special “armature substitute” pulse things, with a procedure to keep the field OK while the
real armature is put back. We went for a combination, and some immensely strong Neodymium
magnets from eBay. Difficult to handle without hurting oneself, so some MDF and a bolt helped.
Using the magnets with shim from old feeler gauges, and anything steel to close the gaps and
keep them wedged in there, the original magnet saturated, and the field was preserved by gently
clamping around the poles in a vice. Then everything carefully hauled out with the help of an old
leather belt, and the armature re-fitted. From then on, no rotation allowed until safety gaps in place.

Deal with screened leads internal deterioration. Powdery messed up rubbery somethings..

.. and sneakily fit a new high specification capacitor into the points, where it has easy access.
The contact arm may yet have to be replaced, or have the axle post hole filled and drilled. There is
a little bit of wear!

It Works!
Re-assembled, and connected up to spark plugs, it produces sparks when the shaft is turned with
the the fingers. A definite essential milestone. I have left out a lot. Now, we can only hope it holds
no more mysteries when we try it for real!

The Crankcase – and all inside.

A bit yuk everywhere, but, everything looks basically OK. Removed old oil sludge, and kept looking
for the remains of the broken ring. We did find about half a teaspoon’s worth of mashed up metal
particles. It was not really clear whether they were from bits of cam gear, or otherwise, but nothing
obvious. There will be close inspection of everything in there.

Shown after an “approximate first cleaning” done before opening the case. It looks OK

The camshaft gears have bent-up bolt secures, which each have a thin tab extension designed to
splash up oil and create a oil mist. These might be “use-once” anyway, but one bend-up lock tab
has broken off. It will be re-created. The stripdown allowed cleaning of the oil ways, and sludge
removal from the vane-type oil pump. Also, the oil filter gauze was washed. This was all about
solvents, large version pipe cleaner things, and compressed air.
The new look
So far, it is “back to clean aluminium chic”. It could be painted, buy it looks quite good as it is.
Set against the black cylinder fins with shiny edges, it should be OK. I wanted an authentic look,
and that does not happen if it looks like a hot-rod competition entry.
Except for the oil splasher tab, and some split pins, we are now into re-assembly.
The picture is of a the somewhat cleaned-up motor during trial fitting stages when getting the
gasket thickness just right.

Gaskets - it needs gaskets!
Not trivial! The thickness between the split casing has to be just right to take up end float without
the crank binding stiff between the bronze bearings. It had two 0.35mm layers + some goop glue
stuff.
I tried several combinations until I found a single 0.8mm gasket was just right when the nuts were
tightened. We end up with a gasket recipe. The easiest way was to scan the imprint, and print it
back onto the gasket material. This only works to exact size when one chooses the option to
“ignore print margins”.

Next?
We continue re-assembly. While I have kept all the original nuts, they do look to be a bit of a
variety. All BSF (British Standard Fine”, I have opted to use new high tensile HT8.8 nuts for the
cylinder studs and head bolts.
In the new year, the engine is to be taken to the Douglas experts at Brooklands to be started by
their restoration team, again courtesy of our friend Julian Aubert and his colleagues. They have a
frame mount with fuel tank, and we have a temporary flywheel.
All that setup was used on Julian’s Douglas T35 (exactly like this one), to be fitted to his GrahameWhite Flyer. It was successfully started and run up by the guys who restore the old motorcycles.
We need some changes.
Although the engine was bolted onto Le Pou Du Ciel, it is unlikely it was ever properly run – or run
at all!. There is no sign of a fuel tank, nor proper throttle control, and the oil pressure gauge and
magneto switch were on a little rusty panel on the engine, as would be used for a generator. The
seized condition of the governer mechanism also has me thinking this was perhaps a static model
only.

Fuel Tank
The plan is to add a modest fuel tank, fixed the front structure, perhaps about 2 Litres or less, to
gravity feed the carburettor.
Throttle.
Initially we just use the engine-mounted friction lever. This engine was supposed to run up to a
fixed speed, kept there with a governer mechanism. The intent is now to use the governer to set
the maximum speed, and have a simple throttle lever working a Bowden cable, like a bicycle
brake. The oil pressure gauge, with magneto switch can be mounted facing the pilot.
This bit is only speculative suggestion..

Oil Pressure Gauge and Magneto Switch
Le Pou du Ciel will never fly, but at least with these two most basic items, they can be screwed on
in a way that looks credible – even useful! The original switch is in very poor state. Given it needs
to be properly ON to keep the magneto OFF, I have obtained a vintage replacement.
More to come..
Graham
Errata: No pictures yet, but one should mentioned that the exhausts have been de-rusted, and
refurbished in black VHT. Other pipe stuff for air inlets have been refurbished, and painted blue.

